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Forward
The following pages contain a comic strip meant for kids and young at heart. I firmly
believe that we should always extend a helping hand to the next generation, while also protecting
our companions who accompany us throughout our lives. If you wish to support us, then please
consider buying it book on Kindle (ASIN: B00H7KR9JQ). The reason I am selling this book is to
help pay the bills that pile up as a result of me giving resources out to schools, searching for
syndication, helping non-profits, etc... By purchasing this edition you will not only help me to bring
a smile to another little face, but also help to save another fur covered companion.

Thank You!
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CAPTION
Day 1

A nice fairy flies by the puppy, only to
be startled by his friendly bark!
Upset with the bark, she magically
POOFS!!!!!
Akk! Puppy is now turned into a flower!?
*

CAPTION
Day 2

It's so hot... and the Puppy Flower
sniffles, but wait! The clouds come in, and a
drop of rain falls!
It's so nice, the rain.....
.....until it storms!
*

CAPTION
Day 3

Rain, rain, go away! Our puppy flower
scowls at the torrential downpour. First
right, then left.
What's this? The sun?
No... it was too good to be true. :sigh:
*

CAPTION
Day 4

On a rainy day, even as a flower, Puppy
Rayn loves to read.
The rain subsides, is it going to come to
an end?
Nope! More time to memorize his puppy
spells!
*

CAPTION
Day 5

"PUPPY!?" Nice Sylphe searches far and wide for her lost puppy. She
wakes up Esunaqidao, the green dragon who protects the village.
A loud roar doesn't scare the dark skinned elf, as she yells for puppy in
the dragon's belly.
"Puppy's not here," she sighs, surprising the friendly green dragon (who,
in truth, never would've eaten a puppy).
With a few taps on her shoulder, Sylphe turns around!
The dragon points to a small patch of flowers he had been protecting.
Can it be? Yes it is!
"PUPPY!" Sylphe cries, "There you are!"

*

CAPTION
Day 6

Sylphe finds Rayn! And so our puppy tells his story...
...a story of a flowery forest monster and defiance
...a zap and a YIPE!
...puppy is now a flower... (a sad flower)
But does Nice Sylphe Believe it?
"Silly puppy!" she laughs, "You tried to say "HI" to the fairy and startled her, again,
didn't you?"
"Uh huh," puppy sniffles an admission.

*

CAPTION
Day 7

"Silly Puppy!" Nice Sylphe laughs, "Now I can change you back but I think you should
apologize to the nice fairy!"
"I will! And I won't bark not one bit!" the magical puppy flower answers.
So, they search...

...until they find the fairy...

...and she listens...

"Nice Fairy, I am sorry I barked!" Rayn pleads, "I just meant to say 'Hi!', I promise not
to scare you again!" POOF Puppy is himself again! He gives the nice fairy a big sluuuurp!
The fairy gives a big "ARRRGGGG!"
POOF!
What's this? Rayn and Sylphe are nowhere to be found... but there is a snickering puppy
flower and a purple orchid that looks suspiciously like Sylphe!
*

CAPTION
Day 8

Narrator: Hrm, Friend Brisa is donning
her Helmet? Armor? I sense Adventure on
the horizon!
Puppy Rayn is casting his supper puppy
scent shield?!
WHAT IS GOING ON HERE!?
Rayn: "It's Sylphe's Birthday soon! So
we're going to buy her pretty smell! BARK!"
Narrator: Pretty smell?
Oh I see! A Perfume Depot!!!
Rayn: "BARK!"
Brisa: "CHARGE!"

*

CAPTION
Day 9

"Arrggg!" our Valiant Brisa is overcome
with powerfully pungent perfumes!
"Hurry, Puppy!" she cries, "You're our
last hope!"
"Purple Lilac Gift Set?
119 gold
please!" the Ogress rings the Puppy up.
Scented but Victorious! - BARK!
*

CAPTION
Day 10

A dark room.... a lone bark in the
distance.....
Nice Sylphe
"SURPRISED!"

enters

only

to

be

One 'zap' and a ribbit later, the
unsuspecting ambushers learn it's not wise to
surprise a wizardess - especially on her
birthday!
"OOPS!"
*

CAPTION
Day 11

Narrator: DANGER! Puppy is groaning?! WHAT HAPPENED!?
Narrator: Was it orcs?
Puppy: "no"
Narrator: Ogres?!
Puppy: "No!"
Narrator: VIKINGS!?!?!
Puppy: "NO!!!"
Narrator: DRAGONS?!?!?!?!
Puppy: "NO!!!!!!"
Narrator: Then what?!
"BIRTHDAY CAKE - BARK!" Rayn says with a playful bark before
returning to his groaning state, "Oh groan....."
Narrator: Oh, I see now! Silly puppy! Too much cake is bad for the
tummy!
*

CAPTION
Day 12

What's this?

An INK covered PUPPY?!?!

"Love, Rayn" the puppy signs his name
before turning to the narrator, "I'm writing
a letter to my momma!! Do you want to see
my PAW-manship? - - - - - BARK!"
And so the narrator read a letter
written with black paw stamps - - VERY GOOD, PUPPY!!!
*
CAPTION
Day 13
Puppy Facts #1

Everyday household items can pose
dangers to your animal companion, such as
cleaners and drain openers. Please
remember companions are just as curious as
little kids, and it is best to keep such
dangerous items safely locked away. If your
animal companion becomes poisoned despite
your efforts, then search for the type of
poison, find the bottle, take it and your
friend to the vet immediately!
*

CAPTION
Day 14

PUPPYWOCK
by Kevin Conner

With euthanasia in his hand,
to the puppy foe he thought,
but tired was he,
as fifty worker bees,
so cranky he did pout!

The Ogre smiled!
The Puppy won!
green hand rubbed furry tum

"And hast thou slain the
Puppywock!?"
'twas midnight and
And as the grumpy pout did brew, A ball of fluff came from his arms
the slimy toads
the PUPPYWOCK, voice giggling,
Ogres, Scary! Puppy, Funny!
did flotsam and jetsam in the lake
came bursting forth
Rayn used pup-py faced charms
Hungry did the guardmen go
from muddy stew,
they scoured for their bait
came laughing bards would sing! 'twas midday and the slimy toads
did flotsam and jetsam in the lake
Beware the Puppywock, my son,
Knock-Knock
Snoring did the guardmen go
The eyes that pout,
Knock-Knock
And dreamt about fishcakes!
the slurping tongue!
AND BARK AND BARK
Beware the forlorn call, and run
*
the Puppy's jokes caused
should he expose puppy tum!
laughs and snorts!

CAPTION
Day 15

"Sylphe! Sylphe! The sun is up so you
have to get up too! BARK!
"First you make food, then you brush
my fur, then we practice our spells! BARK!"
Rayn barks as a very Sleepy Sylphe makes
his breakfast.
"Oh, no!
Sylphe gave me cereal PEOPLE FOOD! Which means..... !"
"YEUCCHHG!" Sylphe cries from the
other room.
"Maybe Sylphe should NOT wake up
with the sun after all!"

*
CAPTION
Day 16

Puppy naps in the morning! Puppy naps
through noon! Puppy chases fairies, and then
naps under the moon!
What a sleepy puppy!
It's Puppy's Day Off!
Tuesday!

*

Have a good

CAPTION
Day 17

A Tracking Puppy!!
"There is a strange smell and it's behind that big rock!"
Be Careful!!
And so the Puppy checked behind the rock, as the narrator waited a
safe distance away
Later...
!!!PUPPY!!! What did you find?!
"Some questions are better left unanswered!"

*

CAPTION
Day 18

And so, the Gallant Rayn rushes to warn Sylphe...
"Must warn Sylphe!" he says with a frantic huff
BACK HOME.....
"There you are, Silly Puppy! Come over and meet Konekomimi! We
saved some of my famous Strawberry Cake for you!" Sylphe calls out to the
suddenly frightened Rayn!
"YIIPE!!" our intrepid hero cries before running back out the door.
"How rude!" our desert elf snorts, "My cooking isn't THAT bad!"
What's this?! A giant bipedal tigress dressed in human clothes and
eating cake is sitting beside Sylphe at the dinner table! Could this be what
startled Rayn!?
"What a purrrfectly sweet puppy!" she says with a purr.
*

CAPTION
Day 19

"At first I was scared because I saw a
Giant Cat, So, I ran to warn Sylphe.
Then I saw a cat person! But, Sylphe
introduced me!
It turned out they are
friends!
We had fun, and ate some cake!" the
silly puppy hero says to Mr. Moon.
"Ok, Silly Puppy, it's time to go to
sleep. Say goodnight to Mr. moon!" Sylphe
calls from the door.
"Goodnight, Mr. Moon!"
"Goodnight, Little Rayn!"
*
CAPTION
Day 20
Puppy Facts #2

There are hundreds of varieties of
plants that may be poisonous to your animal
companion, such as philodendrons, azaleas
and tomato plants! It's best to keep your
animal friends out of vegetable & flower
gardens. If you suspect your friend may
have eaten a poisonous plant due to vomiting,
loss of appetite, swelling or other ill
symptoms, then immediately take your friend
to the vet along with a leaf from the plant
which was eaten.
*

CAPTION
Day 21
Puppy Rayn and Friends Presents . . . . .

!TORA!
(Part 1)
By Kevin Conner
Art: Andrew DeCrescenzo

********************
The Game Pieces
********************
(puppy thinks moving diagonal is !
FUN!) - yes, this means the pieces can
move in all directions.
********************
The General - Konekomimi or Rayn
********************

********************
Movement and Gameplay
********************
•Movement always takes place
before attack.
•A General taken at the end of
a round in which it's attacked,
allowing the Opposition to use it
one last time. All others are taken
at the end of the turn in which
they're hit.
•There are two turns per
round.
* Orange (Challenger) takes
the first turn in a round.
* Red (Opposition) takes
the Last turn.
•Each player has 2 actions per
round, and may use 1, 2 or no
actions (passing).

The first, & most important, piece
is the GENERAL! Let's make your General
look like you, and mine look like me, ok?
A General can move up to 2 spaces
Tora is patent protected in US,
in any direction, & attack up to 1 adjacent
CA, AU with additional international
space in any direction all with one action!
trademarks and copyright restrictions.
If a General is taken then it is GAME
For more information on Tora (including a OVER!!!
complete set of the rules in *.pdf format
and multiple languages), please visit
********************
www.toraboardgame.com, or contact us
Nice Sylphe - The Archer
through either the official Puppy Rayn
********************
BOTH players can choose either
website or the official Puppy Rayn
Archers can either move 2 spaces,
Setup
#1
or Setup #2. Yes, that does
facebook site.
OR move 1 and attack a piece 1 space away,
mean both players can use Setup #1, or
OR attack up to 2 spaces away all in any
The following is in the words of
both can use Setup #2, or both can use
direction! Archers can shoot over
Konekomimi as she explains the game to
different setups.
everyone, EXCEPT Soldiers who are in
our silly puppy:
defense position.
Using a text diagram (copy and
Puppy! Sylphe said you wanted to
learn a new game! So, I'm here to teach
you!

paste into notepad to better see the text
diagram if you are having issues viewing
'Courier New'), the following is how each
setup appears in the graphic, assuming the
The first thing we need to do is to
Soldiers can move 1 space, or turn General is in the middle on Horizontal
take out a giant piece of normal or
Space 5 of the back most line for each
upside down from attack position into
construction paper & make a GRAPH board defense position, or right side up to turn player:
of 1" squares w/ colored dots!
back to attack. When in defense, a
Soldier cannot move, & an Archer cannot
Setup #1
********************
shoot over the head of an upside down
The image displayed is that of a
Soldier. If they try, the Soldier is shot &
|_||_||A||_||_|
|_||S||C||S||_|
9x9 graph board. This is done to assist
taken instead.
|A||_|(G)|_||A|
people who have a standard checkers or
********************
chess board, so you may place the pieces
Mr. Moon - The Cannon
on the line intersections. You may also
Setup #2
********************
make a board with 9 spaces by 9 spaces to
********************
Friend Brisa - The Soldier
********************

play with your pieces on each space instead
The Cannon needs to use 2
of each line intersection.
adjacent, friendly pieces to move, reload,
or attack. It takes 1 action to do any of
********************
the above. Only pieces who have not used
an action or helped the Cannon may be
used in this way. A Cannon may fire in any
direction, & its shot has unlimited range
until it hits a piece.

|_||A||A||A||_|
|_||S||C||S||_|
|_||_|(G)|_||_|

!Have Fun!
*

CAPTION
Day 22

There he is! Be BRAVE, Puppy! - the narrator watches our hero
approach the tiger he found behind the rock.
"When I first met you I was afraid you would eat me! But after I met
Konekomimi, she said you don't eat puppies like me! I felt so silly. BARK!"
Puppy barks with a grin.
"I
only
eat
puppies
who
disturb
my
naps.
YAAAAAAAAAWWWWWWWWNNNNN!" Monticore bears his large fangs
in a zealous yawn.
Narrator: How'd it go, Puppy?
voice.

"I think I should come back later!" the silly puppy replies in a stunned

*

CAPTION
Day 23

"Konekomimi, this is one of my BEST Friends, Brisa! She teaches me
how to defend myself with my bare paws! She protects the Shrine. Brisa,
This is Konekomimi!" Rayn proudly barks as he introduces his two friends.
"It's nice to meet you!" Brisa says.
"It's nice to meet you too!" Konekomimi replies.
The two pause.... silence fills the room as Konekomimi's tiger ears
twitch, and Brisa blinks.
"You don't look so tough!" Brisa judges.
“Oh really?!" Konekomimi Responds
"Yeah, I bet I can take ya!" Brisa says with a smug look.
"Ha!" Konekomimi retorts, "I can beat you with one paw tied behind my
back!"
"Lets spar!"
"You're on!"
Rayn blinks, dropping his mouth at the two, "Warriors! !SHEESH!"
*

CAPTION
Day 24

And so, our gallant warriors lay on the cool grass, resting after the
furious battle with . . . THEMSELVES. "huff puff huff puff" they recover
their breath:
"You fight well . . . for a cat." Brisa smiles.
"And you fight well . . . for a furrless one." Konekomimi returns the
compliment.
"I was holding back," Brisa smirks.
"Me too," Konekomimi smirks back.
"Oh really?!" Brisa stares at the tigress.
"Yeah! I could still beat you with one paw tied behind my back!" the
giant tiger-girl stares back.
"Let's settle this! Tie breaker: . . . best 2 of 3!" Brisa challenges.
"You're on!" Konekomimi accepts.
-=!RUMBLE!="Did I say warriors?! I meant goofballs!!!" Rayn rolls his eyes as the
two friends return to their sparring.
*

CAPTION
Day 25

"This is my friend, Sylvia the Centaur! She can change to a human and
back again! She and her husband, Squire Tony, own this farm! Even though
she doesn't eat or cook meat, her food is the best!" Puppy barks excitedly.
"Nice meeting you!" Konekomimi greets Sylvia.
"Nice to meet you too!
lunch!"

Speaking of food, you're just in time for

"Oh, good! I'm soo starved, I could eat horse soup! OOPS! I didn't
mean that!" Konekomimi blushes under her fur.
"Oh, don't worry!" Sylvia laughs, "It's ok! Besides, you're in luck! I'm
part horse and I made soup!"
And so, Puppy Rayn, Konekomimi, Squire Tony and Sylvia the Centaur
sit around their table and eat their soup... mmmmmmmmmm.... good soup!
*

CAPTION
Day 26

"Konekomimi, this is one of my best friends EVER! His name is
Chester, and he can cast spells just like me! We met just last year, and
even though he's 1 year younger, he's very good. You can call him Chaz!"
Puppy says with a bark.
The two felines look at each other and purring ensues:
PUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR
"It's ok, Chaz! I know she might look scary, I was afraid of her too,
but she's really very nice! You can say hello!" Puppy tries to break the ice
between the silent cats.
"But, Rayn...," Chester protests, "WE ALREADY DID!!"
*

CAPTION
Day 27

Puppy Facts #3
Disasters affect animal friends just as much as they affect you!
Make sure you have a plan to help your friends in times of crises. When you
stock your first aid kit with supplies for your animal friends, contact your
vet on the proper emergency medicines available. Make sure you keep
snacks, and other comforts, regularly stacked in the kit. Rotate these
supplies, snacks and comforts often to keep them fresh and clean.
*

CAPTION

General you don't lose the game, just 1
action. You lose when you have 0 actions.

Each player now receives extra
Soldiers, Cannons & Archers! So make
Day 28
some extra copies of Sylphe, Brisa & Mr.
********************
Moon!
The Royalty - King and Queen
Puppy Rayn and Friends Presents . . . . .
Each player should have the
Rayn and Konekomimi
following:
********************
!TORA!
1 (R)oyalty - King or Queen, 2 (G)enerals,
We are no longer Generals,
2 (C)annons, 4 (H)Cavalry (H for Horse),
instead, we are now Royalty! We can each
(Part 2)
9 (S)oldiers & 9 (A)rchers for setup.
move up to 3 spaces in any direction &
By Kevin Conner
attack up to 2 spaces away! As normal, we
********************
Art: Andrew DeCrescenzo
can only attack if we haven't attacked in Setup for the Long Board Setup 1 and 2
the same turn. Royalty provides 1 action,
********************
&
if
we
are
taken
from
the
board,
we
can
Tora is patent protected in US,
Since we showed you the graph
CA, AU with additional internationalchoose & replace one of our Generals.
version of the Short Board last week, we'll
trademarks and copyright restrictions.This makes him our new Royalty piece! If
show you the checkered version of the
For more information on Tora (including ano Generals or Royalty are left, then we
Long Board this week. Don't forget, you
complete set of the rules in *.pdf format lose the game.
can use graph (placing pieces on
and multiple languages), please visit
intersections) or checkered (placing pieces
********************
www.toraboardgame.com, or contact us
on squares). The Long Board is a very big
The Cavalry - Sylvia the Centaur
through either the official Puppy Rayn
17 x 17! You can also play the 9x9 Short
********************
website or the official Puppy Rayn
Board version in the middle of the long
facebook site.
The Cavalry are mounted knights
board! Just like with the Short Board,
who help us fight! They can move 3 spaces
The following is in the words of in ANY direction. They can also jump over both players can choose for themselves
Konekomimi as she explains the game to all pieces except a Soldier in Defensewhichever setup they prefer: Setup 1 or
Setup 2! Below are two partial sections of
our silly puppy:
Position (see Soldier Rules).
When a
the board showing each setup:
Cavalry piece jumps on a Soldier in Attack
Do you remember what I taught
Position, or any other piece, only that
Using a text diagram (copy and
you last week, Puppy? If not, then we
piece attacked is removed from the board.paste into notepad to better see the text
should visit the library or web w/ a grownEach player receives 4 Cavalry pieces.
diagram if you are having issues viewing
up for last week's comic! This week I will
'Courier New'), the following is how each
teach you how to play the LONG BOARD!
********************
setup appears in the graphic, assuming the
The long board is a lot bigger & has some
Movement Clarification
General is in the middle on Horizontal
new rules!
********************
Space 5 of the back most line for each
Don't forget, 'to move in anyplayer. If the text wraps then try to
********************
direction'
means for each square ordecrease the size of the text to properly
The New General - Chester (Chaz)
intersection moved you can choose a new see the layout:
********************
direction!
You and I now become Royalty, so
!Have Fun!
we need a new person to be our General!
********************
Let's pick Chaz. He moves like normal,
*
Setup for the Long Board - Pieces
only now we both have 2 Generals, & each
********************
General provides 1 action. When you lose a

Setup #1

Setup #2

11|_||_||_||_||_||_||_||_||_||_||_||_||_||A||_||_||_|
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CAPTION
Day 29

Narrator: One day, as Nice Sylphe goes to buy food at the Agora, King
Henry (who is 10 feet tall) makes an announcement . . . . . . . . . .
King Henry: "Friends, Wizards and Animal Companions, LEND ME
YOUR EARS!"
"HA-HA-HA!" King Henry laughs amidst the magical popping of ears
appearing all around him from Wizards and Magical Animal Companions
everywhere who like a good joke.
King Henry: "That's EXACTLY the kind of spirit I want to see at this
year's . . . MAGICAL COMPANION TALENT COMPETITION! --SIGN UP
TODAY!"
Nice Sylphe: "Oh! Just wait until I tell Puppy! He'll be so excited!!!"
*

CAPTION
Day 30

"GUESS WHAT, PUPPY! The MAGICAL COMPANION TALENT
COMPETITION IS COMING! Do you want to sign up?" Sylphe says, as she
breaks the news to Puppy Rayn.
Rayn is so excited he runs in circles and barks all over the place!
"I can't tell," Sylphe looks on Rayn with a confused look, "does this
mean you're excited?"
She gives a small 'Tee-Hee' as Rayn rolls his eyes.
"GROWNUPS!" he remarks, "SHEESH!"
(If you wish to see more Puppy Rayn and Friends, then please message
your local newspaper, like our facebook site – www.facebook.com/PuppyRayn,
and share the news! We can't do this without your support!)
*

Extra Content
This is only available here
and on our Official Facebook Site!
Kissy, Kissy, little Kitty
(C)Kevin Conner

Kissy, Kissy, little Kitty,

Pets and Caring, little Kitty

"It's ok" thinks little Kitty

Kissy, Kissy, on the nose.

All this love is for you.

"I protect them with my life!"

Kissy, Kissy, little Kitty,

A purr and sigh from little Kitty

"I'm happy," thinks little Kitty

You have so much love it shows.

A good family, it's true.

"They saved me from my strife!"

Purring, Purring, little Kitty

For you see, little Kitty,

People and their little Kitty

Purring till you sleep.

Without them there'd be no home.

Both with important jobs.

Purring, Purring, little Kitty

Where would you be, little Kitty?

People and their little Kitty

In sweet dreams you will be.

Out there on a forever roam.

Sounds of joy, not sobs.

Fishies, Fishies, little Kitty

Sleep tight, little Kitty,

So goodnight, little Kitty

Fishy dreams you shall eat!

Your fears are no more!

Very hard, you do work!

Fishies, Fishies, little Kitty

Sleep tight, little Kitty,

So goodnight, little Kitty

Fishies, to you, taste so sweet!

This is your forever home!

Your job, you do not shirk.

Birdies, Birdies, little Kitty

"I will protect you," thinks little Kitty

Kissy, Kissy, little Kitty

Birdies who soar so high!

"for forever and a day!"

Kissy on the nose!

Birdies, Birdies, little Kitty

"I will protect you," nods little Kitty

Kissy, Kissy, little Kitty

Birdies who sing lullabies!

in dreamland, thoughts are stayed.

Your job, we now know!

Noises, Noises, little Kitty

Windows, Windows, little Kitty

Purring, Purring, little Kitty

Noises wake you up!

"The Windows I always watch!"

Purring till you sleep.

Noises, Noises, little Kitty

Windows, Windows, little Kitty

Purring, Purring, little Kitty

It almost seems too much!

"Intruders, I'll always stop!"

It's time--.....yyaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwnnnnnnn

"Apologies, Apologies, Little Kitty

"Silly, Silly, little Kitty"

Noises were not for you!"

The People do not understand!

"It's ok," says little Kitty

"Silly, Silly, little Kitty"

"I do, indeed, love you too!"

They remark of their feline friend!

:snore:
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